Abstract. For quasihomogeneous isolated hypersurface singularities, the logarithmic comparison theorem has been characterized explicitly by Holland and Mond. In the nonquasihomogeneous case, we give a necessary condition for the logarithmic comparison theorem in terms of the Gauss-Manin system of the singularity. It shows in particular that the logarithmic comparison theorem can hold for a nonquasihomogeneous singularity only if 1 is an eigenvalue of the monodromy.
Introduction
Let D be a hypersurface in a complex manifold X with complement j : U = X \ D ֒→ X. Then Grothendieck's comparison theorem [Gro66] states that the De Rham morphism Ω
• X ( * D) → Rj * C U is a quasi-isomorphism. In particular, for Stein X, each cohomology class c ∈ H k (U ; C) is represented as c(σ) = σ ω by a differential k-form ω with finite pole order along D. The natural question of limiting this pole order dates back to Griffiths [Gri69] and has been studied later by Deligne and Dimca [DD90, Dim91] , Karpishpan [Kar91] , and others.
For a normal crossing divisor D = {x 1 · · · x k = 0} ⊆ C n = X, the poles can be restricted to simple poles. More precisely, the inclusion , dx k+1 , . . . , dx n , is a quasi-isomorphism. This fact plays a crucial role in Deligne's mixed Hodge theory [Del71, §3] .
Saito [Sai80] extended the definition of the complex Ω • (log D) of logarithmic differential forms to general hypersurfaces D. In analogy with Grothendieck's theorem, one says that the logarithmic comparison theorem holds for D if (1) is a quasi-isomorphism. The problem of characterizing such D has been studied essentially in the extremal cases of isolated singularities and of free divisors. In both cases the complete solution is still missing.
The overlap of the two cases, the plane curve case, is completely understood: The logarithmic comparison theorem is equivalent to quasihomogeneity of the singularities [CMMNMCJ02] . For free divisors, the normal crossing case has been extended to the class of (weakly) locally quasihomogeneous free divisors, for which the logarithmic comparison theorem holds [CJNMM96] ([NM08, Rem. 1.7.4]). For general free divisors, there is a D-module theoretic reformulation of the logarithmic comparison theorem based on a D X (− log D)-duality analogous to the ordinary D X -duality [CMNM05] .
In the present note we are concerned with the case of isolated singularities. By the local nature of the problem, we can reduce to germs of spaces an maps:
where f is a reduced equation of the isolated hypersurface singularity D, x = x 0 , . . . , x n and t are coordinates on X and T . We shall tacitly identify X with a Milnor representative [Mil68] . Note that the latter form a basis of Stein neighborhoods of 0 ∈ X and it suffices to check the logarithmic comparison theorem on global sections over such neighborhoods by [CJNMM96, Lem. 2.5].
The main result for isolated singularities due to Holland and Mond [HM98] covers the case of quasihomogeneous singularities. 
Furthermore, each of these statements implies that H i (Ω • (log D)) = 0 for i ≥ 2; for n = 2 the reverse implication also holds.
For free divisors, it is conjectured, and proved for n ≤ 2, that the logarithmic comparison theorem requires strong Euler homogeneity [GS06] . For isolated singularities, the latter property reduces to quasihomogeneity by [Sai71] and one could expect that the logarithmic comparison theorem requires quasihomogeneity. Our main result confirms this expectation for a large class of isolated singularities defined by properties of the Gauss-Manin system G := 0 f O X . This is the direct image of the D X -module O X along f : X → T and as such a D T -module.
Under each of the following conditions the logarithmic comparison theorem can hold for D only if D is quasihomogeneous. (a) 1 is not an eigenvalue of
In the case α 1 = 0, our approach does not give a statement. The methods developed in [Sch02, Sch04b] serve to check the conditions in Theorem 2 algorithmically. We have used the Singular [GPS05] implementation [Sch04a] of these methods to compute the following example which is out of the scope of Theorem 1.
Example 3. Consider the isolated singularity D defined by f = x 5 + x 2 y 2 + y 5 + z 5 . By a Gröbner basis computation, one easily verifies that f ∈ ∂f ∂x , ∂f ∂z , ∂f ∂z which shows D is not quasihomogeneous. The spectrum of f consists of the collection of α ∈ Q with multiplicity µ α ∈ N listed in Table 1 . As there are no integer spectral numbers, the monodromy does not have an eigenvalue 1. Thus, Theorem 2 implies that the logarithmic comparison theorem does not hold for D. We shall prove Theorem 2 in Section 3 after some preparations on logarithmic vector fields in the following Section 2.
Logarithmic vector fields
We shall assume throughout that D is an isolated singularity and use the notation in (2). Denote by
the O-module of logarithmic vector fields along D. We may assume that Der(− log D) ⊆ m Der =: ∆ which means that D ∼ = D ′ × C. Let δ 0 be the image of δ ∈ ∆ and Der(− log D) 0 that of the infinite Lie algebra Der(− log D) under the Lie algebra homomorphism
where we abbreviate ∂ i := ∂ ∂xi for i = 0, . . . , n. Note that Der(− log D) 0 is a finite Lie algebra. The basis x = x 0 , . . . , x n of m defines a section of the map π 0 in (3) by which we can consider ∆ 0 and Der(− log D) 0 as Lie subalgebras of ∆. We call δ = δ 0 ∈ ∆ semisimple if the corresponding matrix π 0 (δ) has this property. If τ 0 (δ) is a nilpotent matrix (but not necessarily δ = δ 0 ), we call δ ∈ ∆ nilpotent. While semisimplicity depends on the coordinate system, nilpotency is an intrinsic property. Any δ ∈ ∆ can be decomposed as 
Let δ ∈ Der(− log D) and decompose it as in (4). By [GS06, Thm. 5.4], there is a (formal) coordinate system with respect to which σ := δ S ∈ Der(− log D) and a defining equation f ∈ O of D such that σ( f ) ∈ Q f . We must have σ( f ) = 0 as otherwise D would be quasihomogeneous by [Sai71] . Assume that σ = 0. This means that the monomial support of f lies in a proper vector subspace.
As f has an isolated critical point, [Sai71, Cor. 1.6] states that, for each j = 0, . . . , n, there must be a monomial with exponent me j or me j +e j ′ in the monomial support of f . But, by the order hypothesis, f ∈ m 3 which implies that these monomials are linearly independent. This contradicts to the monomial support of f having codimension at least one and finishes the proof.
Dropping the order hypothesis in Proposition 4, a weaker statement holds. 
Proof. If f ∈ m
3 then we may assume by Proposition 4 that δ 0 is a lower triangular matrix and the claim follows.
In the general case, we can assume by the Splitting Lemma that
is a nonquasihomogeneous isolated singularity by [Sai71] . Writing δ = i g i ∂ i , we have to check that the monomial x i does not occur in g i . By definition of Der(− log D), δ corresponds to a syzygy of
By [Sai71] , f can not occur with a constant coefficient in (7) as D is assumed not to be quasihomogeneous. We are concerned only with the constant coefficients of (5) and (6) for i = j. Those of (6) are obviously zero. Setting x ′′ = 0 yields a syzygy of (5) and x ′ i f ′ that induces an element of Der(− log D ′ ). Thus, the constant coefficients of (5) are zero for i = j by the first part of the proof.
Let Ω
• X be the complex of holomorphic differential forms on X and denote the volume form by dx :
X . The complex of logarithmic differential forms along D was introduced in [Sai80] as
Proof. The module Ω n (log D) is the image of the inner product
and note that δ(f ) ∈ mf by nonquasihomogeneity of D and [Sai71] . Then we compute
By Proposition 5, this implies that
X (D) and the claim follows.
Gauss-Manin system
We keep our general assumption that D is an isolated singularity and continue to use the notation in (2). Corollary 6 leads us to study the necessary condition
for the logarithmic comparison theorem to hold for nonquasihomogeneous D. We shall reformulate this condition in terms of the Gauss-Manin system of f : X → T using [Kar91, §1-2] as a starting point. Let M be the monodromy on the canonical Milnor fiber
where X t := f −1 (t) and t ∈ T * := T \{0}. Then the cohomological Wang sequence reads
Recall that the eigenvalues of M on H n (X ∞ ; C) are roots of unity by the monodromy theorem [Bri70, Satz 4] . Decompose M = M s M u into semisimple and unipotent part and let H k (X ∞ ; C) ρ denote the generalized ρ-eigenspace of M . Then M − 1 has the same kernel and cokernel on H n (X ∞ ; C) as on H n (X ∞ ; C) 1 , M coincides with M u on H n (X ∞ ; C) 1 , and M u − 1 has the same kernel and cokernel as N := log M u on H n (X ∞ ; C) 1 . Thus, (11) leads to an exact sequence
To see the D-module structure hidden in (12) requires a refined approach. Let Γ be the graph of f and consider the maps i(x) = (x, 0), j(x) = (x, f (x)), and
, and there is an exact sequence
As X is Stein and Ω
• X×T /T consists of O X×T -coherent and hence p * -acyclic modules, the Poincaré Lemma shows that 
We can thus identify N = −2πit∂ t in the sequences (12) and (16). By [Gro66] , also the outer terms of these sequences coincide. With (9) and (14) in mind, we are interested in the image of the canonical map Ω n+1 X → G (see (15)), which is the Brieskorn lattice Bri70] . From (5) it follows easily that
By [Seb70] , H ′′ is a free C{t}-module of rank µ and, by [Mal74, Lem. 4.5],
from which one can derive that H ′′ is also a free C{{∂
For g ∈ G and α ∈ Q, we shall write g α for the C α -component of g. The preceding arguments now show that (9) is equivalent to
By (2), condition (a) in Theorem 2 implies that C 0 = 0 and the claim follows in that case. The spectrum of f is defined as the spectrum α 1 ≤ · · · ≤ α µ of the filtration induced by V
• on Ω f , that is, This finishes the proof of our main result Theorem 2.
